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Master Works 3-31 Wurlitzer
The long-awaited large
Wurlitzer software sample
set from Milan Digital Audio was finally acquired
and the C600 console software revised slightly to
suit. The aim was to have
the ex-Devtronix console
play like a real theatre organ using the Master
Works 3-31 virtual theatre
organ. There were to be no
extra controls such as a
mouse. Thus, any organist
would be able to play it just
like a normal organ and not
require any special knowledge about how to make it
work, apart from how to
turn it on and off.
Having the Classic control
system made this possible and
the Hauptwerk system is used
principally as a large MIDI
expander providing the necessary sounds. While Hauptwerk
has a great many features allowing it to be played like a
real organ, many are not required because the Classic system has them, and more, and
therefore they do not need to
be set up. This is of major importance for the program is
complicated enough without
having to bother with all these
extras as well.
Perhaps it should be made
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clear that Hauptwerk acts as a means to control a virtual organ and, as such, can use any suitable sample set for its sounds, but only the 3-31 would do for this project. All the various virtual organ sample
sets for Hauptwerk include a pictorial representation of the sampled organ console and Hauptwerk has
to be configured so that the console can control the sampled organ. While you can play the sampled
organ directly from the screen by using the mouse to click on various stops and keys, this is not convenient from the player’s point of view. A touch-screen monitor would be a help but what is really
wanted is that the organ be played exactly like a real organ, the screen being incidental.
The 3-31 Wurlitzer organ sample set is derived from the best ranks of several organs rather than
one particular organ and not all 31 ranks are actually Wurlitzer ones. As there are close to 300 stop
tabs (282), this is far too many to have on a typical computer screen if they are to look like real tabs,
so they are spread in straight rows across two screens: one for Pedal and Accompaniment, and one for
Great and Solo. A third screen shows all of them but as small rectangles. In all three views the tabs
light up rather than move. There is a fourth screen that depicts a horseshoe console but none of the
tabs move or light in this view although the expression shoes and keys change appearance. The imminent version 3 of Hauptwerk will allow multiple screens to be in use at the same time but this was not
of any importance in this job as there is little room for even one monitor.
Note that this project is a work in progress so this description should not be taken as Gospel as
things may get changed.
The first two parts of this article were concerned primarily with building the console and its control system. This third part describes how the Hauptwerk audio system is set up. It is a tedious procedure, but that is the price you have to pay for superb results. It will all be worth it in the end.

Changes from the Original C600 System
Some experience derived from earlier work on this project and from other Hauptwerk jobs was
taken note of. The principal change was to use a MacIntosh computer at the recommendation of the
Hauptwerk people. It would work better and more reliably than the Windows-XP equipment presently
in use. There was also the benefit that I already had another MacIntosh computer for normal use. Accordingly, a Mac Pro was purchased with 4 Giga-Bytes of fast RAM — the recommended minimum
to run a large Hauptwerk program. Actually, if you want the best possible performance with high
sample rates and stereo channels for all ranks, nearly double that will be necessary. However, as this
project was aimed at being a home installation, it was not thought necessary to go to such lengths and
expense. The Mac Pro is a 64-bit machine and can handle an enormous amount of RAM if required.
The latest iMac can handle up to 4 G-Bytes so should also be usable on Hauptwerk.
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The optional wireless keyboard and mouse (requiring the Bluetooth option) were also purchased,
the reasoning being that the computer would be in the back of the console but I needed to be at the
front to set things up and long trailing cables would be a decided nuisance as well as spoiling the appearance of the organ. Also, it was not easy to find USB cables long enough to do the job and, in any
case, 16 feet is the longest that can be used.
At the same time, a better monitor was acquired. A limitation on this was that it would be placed
on the top of the console, so could not be too wide or a lot of the screen would be behind the music
rack. Neither should it have a tall mount otherwise one would get a crick in the neck from looking up
at it all the time! Furthermore, it had to be light and of minimum depth. Another consideration was
that it should have a white or silver surround rather than the more common black body because the
console was white. There did not seem to be any good reason for having a touch-screen type. Accordingly, a relatively-cheap LCD type with a 17-inch screen was found.
The audio system was also given a make-over in the form of a Presonus Firebox digital-to-analog
converter. This connects to the Mac Pro via Firewire and also accepts the MIDI cable from the console. This use of Firewire rather than USB eliminates the MIDI-to-USB converter that was originally
required with the Windows computer. The original audio system used a GigaPort unit via USB and,
although it worked quite well, it had no facilities for mixing its eight unbalanced output channels to
feed a sub-woofer. The Presonus, while having only six balanced outputs (the audio system used has
only six amplifiers and speakers anyway), does have another stereo output via a S/PDIF interface so
that a sub-woofer can be used that will get the sum of all channels. These channels are decided by
configuring the audio channeling in the Hauptwerk program and all six have to be identical as they
handle only two notes each out of every octave. Hence, all six must be mixed for the sub-woofer. The
Presonus includes a software mixer that can be used for this.
The Presonus also has two line-level balanced inputs that were to prove very useful to mix in extra
sounds for effects from a GM-MIDI source. And there are two more inputs that can be used for an
electronic or software reverberation unit.

The console running with MasterWorks 3-31 on the new monitor screen.
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Installing the Mac Pro System
The very first thing to do was to set up the Mac Pro with all its Apple features and install the wireless keyboard and mouse before going anywhere near the console. The computer was connected to a
high-speed modem so that it could be registered on-line with Apple Corporation. The wireless keyboard and mouse had to be configured by typing in serial numbers. As these devices have on-off
switches, they will probably need to have this done each time the Mac is turned on if they have been
turned off. Therefore, it is best that they are not turned off — their batteries will last a long time as the
devices go to sleep when not in use.
Any necessary software updates were downloaded and installed.
Then the Hauptwerk software was loaded. A minor irritation is that a USB ‘dongle’ is required as
part of the Hauptwerk copy-protection scheme but once fitted can be ignored thereafter. However, it
was necessary to call
up Hauptwerk to register its number. It was
not necessary to install
any drivers for the
Presonus Firebox as
these are included in
the MacIntosh operating system (OSX
10.3.7 or higher) but it
did need its program
and mixer files installed with a minor
upgrade.
The actual sample
set for the MasterWorks 3-31 Wurlitzer
is not loaded until after the entire audio
system has been set
up.
The Mac Pro installed (with dongle). The Presonus Firebox is just visible on the floor.
The board behind the computer is the pedal keyboard interface.
Some pedal reed switches can be seen at the bottom.
A small board by the shoes collects the three shoe’s wires into one cable.
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Setting Up Hauptwerk, Preliminary
It has to be said — setting up this software is a tedious business despite many improvements in
Version-2 of Hauptwerk. One should proceed in a logical manner and complete one thing at a time
without trying to make things work in between. However, one can click the OK button at frequent intervals to make sure that there are no errors that might otherwise take a lot of tracking down if too
many things have been adjusted. It should be noted that the Hauptwerk system saves all its new information only when the program is shut down.
The C600 system does not use the Hauptwerk pistons or couplers. Although these are sent from
the console they are not used (although they could be) and therefore do not have to be considered. The
Hauptwerk system is used simply as a large MIDI expander and all the control for coupling and so on
is done in the Classic system as though it was a normal organ. There are several advantages to doing
this: there can be many memory levels instead of only one (C600 has 99 levels); there is a built-in sequencer; there are many control features not available in the virtual theatre organ; the quantities of
general and divisional pistons can exceed those in the virtual organ; additional sounds can be generated by add-on MIDI-controlled devices.
The 3-31 does have a few limitations with regard to what stops can be included in the divisional
pistons. For example, the Accompaniment divisional pistons access the Pedal division as well as the
Accompaniment division and the Solo pistons exclude Tremulants. There are no such limitations in
the Classic control system. You can pick and choose exactly what you want to access with every general and divisional piston by setting masks.
There are three types of console controls that need to be configured:
1. Keyboards
2. Expression Shoes
3. Stops
There are four main things that need to be configured:
1. The audio system.
2. Inputs from the console.
3. Outputs to the 3-31 virtual organ.
4. Linking console functions to virtual organ functions.
As will be seen, only a few Hauptwerk menus need be involved for configuring the C600 system
— mainly Audio, General Settings and Organ Settings.
At this point, the chosen sample set (for the MasterWorks 3-31 Wurlitzer) has not been loaded and
should not be loaded until the entire audio system has been set up.
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Preliminary, Understanding the Audio System
The first thing done after getting the computer to run, was to set up the audio system and it should
be noted that the Presonus Firebox, while capable of being powered by the Mac Pro, should not be
powered in this way because this will create a most awful bang in the speakers as it comes on line.
This bang is loud enough to damage speakers or even blow their protective fuses! The preferred way
is to use the 12V DC power supply provided so that the Presonus is on-line well before the Hauptwerk
software puts out any signals. This reduces the ill effects to a series of small pops. However, it is still
desirable to wait for the program to become active before turning on the organ console and audio
power amplifier system.
It is possible to get Hauptwerk to output MIDI signals that could be used to drive lamps to indicate
the state of play or even to turn on the power amplifiers but that is a refinement that can be done later.
A 6-pin Firewire connection to the MacIntosh should be installed (from either connector).
During this initial audio setup, it is not necessary to have the amplifiers and speakers in use as no
console stops will have been set up. The console itself is not needed at this point either although the
MIDI cable from the console to the S/PDIF breakout cable MIDI Input should be installed (in the DB9
connector). This cable routes the console MIDI output to the MacIntosh via the Presonus unit so that
Hauptwerk can be controlled.
The Presonus Firebox unit is not the easiest device to understand as it is configured entirely in
software via the monitor screen. In fact, it is downright difficult to fathom out just how it does what it
does but, basically, it contains:

Six digital-to-analog converters with balanced-audio output channels, two of which are subject
to a Master Volume control,

MIDI Input and Output connections for accessing the computer,

Headphones outputs (unbalanced),

Four Line-level inputs (unbalanced),

S/PDIF (Sony/Philips Digital Interconnect Format) S/PDIF allows the transfer of digital audio
signals from one device to another without having first to be converted to an analog format.

Pictures from Presonus manual

Audio Device Settings:
Presonus Firebox (1172)
Properties for Presonus Firebox:
Audio Input: 44,100, 48,000, 88,200, or 96,000.
Audio Output: 44,100, 48,000, 88,200, or 96,000.
For both, select M….0, Value 1, 0dB.
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Default Output: Presonus Firebox.
System Outputs; Presonus Firebox.
Select 48,000 Hz, 6 Ch-24 bit.
Select 48,000 Hz, 6 Ch-24 bit.
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Setting Up the Presonus Firebox Audio System
The six digital-to-analog converters are fed with the six digital audio channels from Hauptwerk via
the digital Firewire interface. Their analog outputs come directly out of the six outputs of the Presonus
unit at levels determined by the Hauptwerk sources. This is the easy bit! However, it should be noted
that outputs 1 & 2 have their output levels controlled together by the front-panel Main Level control,
so that this must later be set (to maximum) for all six audio output levels to be equal.
The tricky bit comes with the rest of the Presonus Firebox unit that is concerned with the mixer
facility to provide an output for the sub-woofer and to mix in MIDI audio (for effects) and possibly
reverberation signals. Each of the six outputs is actually the sum of a channel in Hauptwerk and the
output of the mixer fader for that channel.

The stereo headphones output jack (#5 on the front panel) is used to feed the sub-woofer and the
headphones source can be chosen from any pair of external inputs 1/2, 3/4, the S/PDIF input, or from
the total mixer output. For the sub-woofer, we want the S/PDIF Software input as it contains all six
audio channels that will be set up that way in Hauptwerk as ‘Sub-woofer’ in the Audio Configuration
(later). The S/PDIF (software) fader (#7) is set to –12dB as the sub-woofer has substantial gain and
must not be over-driven. Then we simply select the S/PDIF button in the Phones area of the Mixer
control panel and adjust the Output fader to 0dB. The front panel Headphones control is set to 0dB.
The MIDI stereo audio is fed into Inputs 1 & 2 (on the front panel) via ¼-inch mono jacks and this
connection bypasses the built-in microphone pre-amplifiers so that line-level signals can be used. The
audio level for each input can be controlled separately by the front-panel Gain/Trim controls 1 & 2 as
well as the first two faders (set to –24dB). The MIDI audio could equally well be fed into Inputs 3 &
4 (Line-In on the rear panel) to avoid these Gain/Trim controls. The latter two channels are also controlled independently by mixer faders.
Thus, there are four external sound sources that can be mixed in with their corresponding four
main outputs. These four inputs do not come out of the headphones output to the sub-woofer since
S/PDIF is selected for that and its sources are prior to the mixer (The two S/PDIF inputs on faders 5 &
6 are faded down as they are not required). Hence, the MIDI sounds come out of only Channels 1 & 2.
This is no real problem as they cover all notes. However, there will be no sub-bass for MIDIgenerated drum sounds.
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Inputs 3 & 4 can be used for the stereo outputs from a reverberation device that would be fed with
the combined six channels used for the sub-woofer at the headphones output. The reverberation outputs would not go via the sub-woofer but reverberation need only have a limited bandwidth.
Audio, General.
The six-channel audio system as set up in Hauptwerk allocates the 12 keyboard notes with 2 notes
per channel (keys 1+7, 2+8, etc., or C+F#, C#+G, etc.). Thus, all similar keys use the same channels.
Therefore, the six audio amplifiers and speakers must have identical performances. These six speakers
do not need to have a very low-frequency response (although it would be better for the MIDI audio) as
the sub-woofer will take care of low frequencies, so these speakers can be relatively small in size and
should be placed in a group. But, before using the audio system, the six audio amplifiers must be adjusted for equal levels and frequency responses. Overall volume for all six channels (including the
woofer) can be adjusted in Hauptwerk. The powered sub-woofer will need its volume level to be set to
match the six channels at the low-frequency end but, once set, need not be changed again.
The sub-woofer low-pass filter will later need to be set to some suitable upper frequency such as
60 Hz (depending on the low-frequency response of the six main speakers). This limits the sub-woofer
to generating output only below this frequency (principally for 16ft. stops). If possible, the six main
channels should have high-pass filtering to allow outputs only above this frequency as this will minimise audio inter-modulation distortion at low frequencies. A good woofer will also allow the phase to
be adjusted around the cross-over frequency to compensate for any audible dip in the response at that
point caused by phase differences between the sub-woofer and the main speakers.
Presently there is no provision for reverberation facilities but the headphone outputs can also be
used to drive a reverberation unit as they will be of full bandwidth and contain all six channels. A
separate stereo amplifier system and speakers could be used or the reverberation unit outputs could be
fed into the two Line inputs (3 and 4).
One possibility for the reverberation is that the stereo mix for the sub-woofer is actually two lots
of six mono signals combined, so that left and right headphones outputs are identical. So one could
feed the sub-woofer left input while the other feeds a single-channel reverberation device. The unused
right input on the sub-woofer could then be used for the MIDI audio to provide for good effects from
drums.
Another possibility for adding the reverberation is to feed its outputs into one half of each balanced input of the six power amplifiers instead of using the balanced feeds from the Presonus unit.
The latter would then simply be used as unbalanced inputs and they, and the reverberation signals,
would add together at the amplifiers. You would not get the reverberation in the sub-woofer but reverberation does not need the lower and upper extremes of frequencies to be effective.
However, it may pay to just wait as a promised upgrade version of Hauptwork 3+ will include reverberation and that should solve the problem.
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Setting Up the Hauptwerk Audio System
After setting up the Presonus Firebox audio, the Hauptwerk audio system has to be configured before tackling the keyboards and stops. Like any multi-part procedure in Hauptwerk, it requires intensive concentration.
By the way, you should not have the audio power amplifiers on whenever you select a Hauptwerk
menu item as you can sometimes get an awful crash from the speakers! This is something to bear in
mind later on. However, at this point in the proceedings, there should not be an audio system connected up and the sample set has not yet been installed anyway.
The rest of this article is presented in the form of a tutorial as to how to set up an organ such as
this one. The reader can adapt the procedures according to his own needs.
First we have to define the kind of audio system that will be used, i.e., how many channels. This
particular organ uses six audio channels plus a sub-woofer but there are actually only six audio channels because the sub-woofer will be fed with a mix of all six, so we will add a single item to define all
six as a group. You could have as many channels as you like (12 is good) within this group but the
same general procedure will need to be followed for however many will be used:

In Hauptwerk select ‘General settings, Audio Output Groups’. (There is only the one choice of
‘Standard’.)
In the left window, insert an item and name it ‘6speakers’. Leave the (Default) Main Output.
Set ‘Output allocations algorithm within group (unloads, re-caches)’ to be ‘Cyclic across whole
rank compass’. Another possible choice is ‘Cyclic within octave, octaves constant (C/C# split)’.
The second choice makes a particular key’s note always come out of the same speaker whereas the
first choice assigns notes to the next available audio channel in the processing sequence – another reason for having all six speakers balanced.
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Now we must define each of the audio channels that will be in the ‘6speaker’ group. In Hauptwerk
select: ‘General Settings, Audio Outputs, Standard’.

In the left window, insert seven additional items (six audio channels plus the sub-woofer), leaving
the default Main Output alone, and set their parameters. These seven should be typically named as:
Audio-1, Audio-2, Audio-3, Audio-4, Audio-5, Audio-6 and Sub-woofer. (But you can call
them whatever you like). Sub-woofer will be stereo but the others will be mono audio.
Typical settings for these seven, using Audio-1 as an example, should be:
Name: Audio-1
Channel format: Mono (Stereo samples will require more than the 4G of RAM that we have while
Mono samples will maximize the C/C# split effect).
Audio device: Presonus FIREBOX (1172) (This should appear automatically because the Mac
knows what drivers it has from when the Presonus software was loaded)
Device channel 1 (L): Pick from the pull-down list: 001: MainOut 1&2 L (these also are provided by the Mac but need to be chosen). For Audio-2 use: 002: MainOut 1&2 R, for Audio-3 use
003, for Audio-4 use 004, for Audio-5 use 005, for Audio-6 use 006.
Device channel 2 (R): <none> for all six (Mono samples do not have a Right channel).
For the Sub-woofer, use S/PDIF 007 in the Device Channel 1 (L) but S/PDIF 008 in Device
Channel 1 (R).
Buffer Size (sample frames): >1024 (23 ms@44.1kHz, 21 ms@48 kHz, 11 ms@96kHz. (This is
the last in a long list of choices).
Speaker level adjust dB: 0
Recording format: >32-bit (best-quality, some CD/audio software not compatible).
Set the above parameters for all seven of the added items and do not alter the Main output (even
though it is not used).
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The output routing for each of the six main channels now needs to be set up:
In Hauptwerk select: ‘General Settings, Audio Outputs, Routing’.
Set parameters for each of the six main channels to:
Output type: ‘>Primary output (destination for pipe routing)’.
(Audio-3 is shown as an example but they are all the same)
Audio Output group: ‘6speakers’.
Aux send 1 destination: Sub-woofer,
Aux send 1 level adjustment dB (-99 to +99) to 0dB.
(Aux send 2, 3 and 4 will be <none> and greyed out).

The Sub-woofer channel is a little different (diagrams on next page):
Assign the Sub-woofer Audio Device to ‘Presonus FIREBOX (1172)’. Device chan 1 (L) should
be ‘007: SpdifOut L’ Device chan 2 (R) should be ‘008: SpdifOut R’. This then routes a copy of
each channel to the S/PDIF outputs that will eventually drive the sub-woofer inputs via the stereo
headphones outputs. It also allows you to use the headphones to check on the organ (but without effects or reverberation).
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For the sub-woofer output routing, which will be in stereo, the Output type should be: ‘Aux mixdown output (destination for primary output aux sends)’. Everything else will be greyed out.
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Loading the MasterWorks 3-31 Sample Set.
Now, having sorted out the audio, we can load the 3-31 Wurlitzer sample set.
In Hauptwerk. Select ‘File, Install Organ, sample set, temperament or impulse’. Select ‘Load
Organ’. A screen will come up for ‘Rank Audio Output Routing’ but only once.
If you cannot set all ranks in one session, you can get back to this screen by selecting ‘Organ,
Load organ, adjusting rank audio outputs’. Double-click on the MasterWorks 3-31 organ.
This screen gives a list of all the Ranks, Traps, Effects and Noises in alphabetical order by chamber in the sample set and we have to tell Hauptwerk if each of these should be stored and, if so,
through which audio group it will be routed.
In a church organ, you would probably assign various divisions to particular audio channels and
this would result in each division playing through just a few audio channels out of the whole audio
system, but in this theatre organ this is not done. Instead, all ranks are assigned to all channels and so
the notes are spread around all of them resulting in much better realism and less inter-modulation distortion caused by multiple notes in the same speaker.
Select ‘Main’. For each rank and percussion that will be used, select Audio enabled? ‘>Yes (rank
loaded into memory)’ and ‘Destination output group’ to ‘6speakers’. ‘Maximum Memory channel
format’ should be set to ‘Mono’, and ‘Maximum Memory sample resolution’ to ‘24-bit (32-bit
aligned)’. Leave the other parameters as they are. Do not use stereo unless you have a good deal more
than 4 MB of RAM.
This needs to be done for all ranks in the 3-31 list even though they may not be used at present.
They may well be used in the future. Noises are optional. They add realism but ideally should not occur.

Likewise, select ‘Rank Bass Routing’ and configure the Rank Bass Routing to ‘6speakers’ (See next
diagram) using all the same settings. Main/Bass split point is left at ‘0’ as we do not want to separate out
the bass keys for any particular ranks (this simulates offset ranks of pipes).
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After all this has been done, click on ‘OK’. There will be a lengthy wait while Hauptwerk configures the
organ and writes all its data files. It will be around 10 minutes!
The next part of this article describes how the rest of Hauptwerk is configured now that the sample set has
been loaded. This may well take a day or two complete! Fortunately, the delays while these screens are
loaded are nowhere near as lengthy as this last one. Remember to properly close Hauptwerk and shut
down the computer otherwise you may find that the data has not been stored.
If you would like to know more about this project, contact Classic Organ Works at 905-475-1275 or 1888-812-9717 and ask for me. Alternatively, and preferably, e-mail me at AWC@organworks.com or
organawc@sympatico.ca
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